
SEE A NEED
MEET A NEED

"Investing into the creative ecosystem of
Houston"

www.san-man.org



About the SANMAN
Organization 
See A Need - Meet A Need

The See A Need. Meet A Need. (“SANMAN”) name originated in
the early 2000’s as a mentoring program designed for urban
youth. The program was created by Martin Rogers with a
specific focus on providing positive male leadership for single
parent households attending his church in Southwest Houston.
Fast forward 20+ years, the SANMAN name is now instrumental
in the vibrant and growing Houston creative community.



Reasons
Behind
the
Cause

Traditional institutions of
learning have either
significantly reduced art
programming or no
longer support art
education and training
programs at the local
school level.  

Resources, knowledge
and opportunities are
not affordable or
accessible to individuals
from low income
communities to develop
their craft towards a
sustainable career. 



Our Goals and Mission
Provide consistent space to display artist
creations, host intimate exhibitions, and curate
innovate engagement for the local creative
community.

To provide creatives individuals regardless of their age,
race, or socioeconomic background the space, tools,
mentorship, and platform needed to develop their craft
and introduce their talent to the community.



Our Programs

SANMAN COLLECTIVE  
 

SANMAN ACADEMY ART THERAPY



SANMAN Collective Art
Residency  

Supporting Burgeoning Artists

 The fine arts world can be very
restrictive, often stifling many artists
early in their careers with educational
and class barriers. Our goal with this
initiative is to provide dedicated and
talented young artists the space and
tools needed to produce and
promote their work. 



Creative Development of Young Artists

Provide a safe and nurturing environment for young artists
from the ages of 16-25 to express and develop their creativity
in various mediums. The SANMAN Academy program creates a
safe space for aspiring artists to learn, create, and collaborate

with their peers and professional practitioners.



 SANMAN Art Therapy

Allow participants to channel their life
experiences and range of emotions to
create unique artistic expressions. The
SAT program is not facilitated by licensed
therapists or clinical in any regard;
However, art practitioners encourage
participants to freely use colors, shapes,
and images to express themselves and
their experiences. The creative process is
known to be cathartic and therapeutic for
the participant.

Launching Fall 2023 



When supporting
us you're investing
into the creative
ecosystem of
Houston.  



Follow Us on Social
@seeaneedmeetaneed

Send Us a Message
martin.rogers@san-man.org

Visit our website
www.san-man.org

Support Us
Let's talk about how we can work together for the visual arts. 



Thank you!
Feel free to approach us
if you have any questions.


